WHAT'S YOUR STORY?

Whether you are sharing a family story, a business presentation, or a public performance, you have an important story to tell.

How we communicate our stories determines their impact on the world around us. Well told stories can be entertaining, memorable, instructional and even powerful tools for change.

Tell your stories. Northeast Storytelling offers a community of friendly storytellers from beginners to professionals ready to lend an ear.

FOR INFORMATION
nestorytelling@gmail.com
(866) 448-7414
@nestorytelling

SHARE YOUR STORY NESTORYTELLING.ORG

EVE______RONE______HAS A STOR______Y
ABOUT US

Northeast Storytelling (NEST) is a non-profit organization dedicated to promoting the art of storytelling, in all of its forms, throughout the Northeast.

Our members come from all walks of life. They are story presenters, story listeners, and story lovers. Northeast Storytelling provides an active network for those wishing to improve their storytelling skills, meet other storytellers or just hear more stories.

NEST is the information hub for storytelling in the Northeast. We publish events on our website. We also host the premier storytelling conference and festival in the Northeast. Sharing the Fire brings in the best tellers from across the country.

HIRE A STORYTELLER

Great storytelling is a treasure for the ears and the spirit. Just ask NASA, the Smithsonian Museum, National Public Radio, and the many other institutions who have hired NEST performers.

No matter what kind of storytelling you need, we have a teller for you …

Our storytellers deliver inspired programs to audiences of all ages and backgrounds sharing tales in a variety of genres, everything from traditional tales to humorous personal stories to historical reenactments.

Storytelling is not limited by pictures on a page or screen and so the imagination can take flight. A great storyteller brings the listener along on a fascinating and memorable journey.

“STORIES ARE A COMMUNAL CURRENCY OF HUMANITY.”
— TAHIR SHAH, IN ARABIAN NIGHTS

To Become a Member or Make a Donation, visit us online or mail your check to:

Northeast Storytelling
16 Woodland Drive
Granby, CT 06035

To Hire a Storyteller, visit us at nestorytelling.org